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Minutes of Student Voice – Spring 2022  
Monday 31st January 2022 

Chair:  Ion Klitorakis  

Secretary: Bethany Brown  

Meeting opened at 6pm  
  

Student Voice Members: 23 
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Welcome and Introduction  
  

Ion Klitorakis, Student Voice Chair, opened the meeting, introduced himself and RUSU 

staff present, and gave an overview of the meeting.  

 

Change It: Ideas Section  
  

Chair explained the format of this section to the meeting, including the debating and voting 

process, that only Student Voice Members can vote in this section, and that any ideas 

passed by Student Voice will go forward to All Student Vote. They welcomed all students to 

participate in the discussion. 

 

As there weren’t enough Student Voice Members present to hit quoracy, voting pads were 

given out to the other attendees, enabling them to vote as Student Voice Members. He also 

stressed the importance of 

  

Ion also explained that an amendment to the second idea had been submitted just before the 

meeting, however due to the late arrival of the amendment and the number of ideas already 

being debated, it would not be discussed in the meeting.  

 

 

  

Idea 1: RUSU to lobby the university for a meat-free meal day in at least one of their 

catering outlets. 

  
Chair gave the audience time to read the idea proposal and then opened the debate: 

Georgina Dayanc, Idea Submitter, gave the opening argument speaking for the idea 

explaining that the concept came about through work the University is already doing. There 

is ongoing work looking at food origins and, endorsing and supporting sustainable farming 

which is a good step towards carbon neutrality, however we know that it isn’t enough to 

reduce carbon emissions. This idea comes with the hope of adding to the University’s 

agenda by not only making the consumption of meat more sustainable but also the amount 

of it consumed. 

Amy Sheffield, RUSU Activities Officer, then spoke against the idea saying that the best way 

to reduce meat is to reduce meat options across all of the days rather than just one. If it’s 

just one day, then meat products will have to be thrown away if they’re not being sold or 

won’t be used. Both the University and RUUS are trying to be more sustainable and 

reducing meat products will help increase sustainability. It would perhaps be more 

sustainable if RUSU lobbied for more vegetarian/vegan choice over all of the days rather 

than just one. 

Talor Boyd, Student Voice Member, also spoke against the idea. They said that whilst it was 

a good idea, it could be handled better. Although a meat eater themselves, they know a lot 

of vegetarians and vegans and believes that they could do with more variation and more 

effort should be put into this being an all-time thing rather than just one day. It’s a good idea 

but should be more long-term. 
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Idea Vote:  

  Pass    Reject  Abstain  

SVM’s  5 23 1 

  
The idea was therefore rejected and will not go forward to an All Student Vote.  

 

Idea 2: RUSU to lobby the university for mandatory counselling for students 
 

Akash Kumar, Student Voice Member and Idea Submitter, opened the argument and spoke 

for their idea saying that they have generally found that students are not taking their mental 

health seriously and there is often a stigma attached to doing so. This idea will therefore 

encourage students to start taking their mental health seriously. Some people might question 

why it should be every month as it’s not practical but students should engage for their own 

safety, and then hopefully students in the future will willingly reach out. The time frame could 

be different, say every three to four months but it would be a good start. 

 

Bethany Nugus, RUSU Education Officer, spoke against the idea saying that whilst 

ultimately the idea behind it is good and will help with the stigmatism; the University’s mental 

health capacity is already stretched too far. If it is mandatory for everyone, it will mean that 

those that really need it, won’t get as much access and could increase their vulnerability. 

She added that it could be a waste of resources to force people to do it if they aren’t going to 

engage. 

 

Drew Taylor, Student Voice Member, also spoke against the idea however agreed that 

encouraging students to take their mental health seriously is the right thing to so. They 

suggested it would be better to campaign for the university to provide resources to help 

students but just forcing students to go isn’t the way to do it. As a student themselves, they 

would go if they made the choice to go but not if they were forced to. 

 

Akash Kumar, responded that ‘force’ might be the wrong word but if it’s not a general habit 

that a student has, and they need the support, they aren’t going to actively look for it; the 

idea is about opening up other opportunities to go. 

 

Talor Boyd, Student Voice Member, then spoke against the idea explaining that they like the 

idea but are speaking against, as, like Bethany Nugus said, mental health is so important 

especially at this age when students are really learning about themselves. As someone that 

has had counselling themselves, they think that a better solution would be to increase the 

number of sessions received to more than six, so instead of having monthly sessions for 

everyone, those who need it have more of a chance to engage with it. Instead of forcing, we 

could teach everyone how to learn more about mental health and how to talk about it, 

advocating for mental health rather than introducing monthly sessions. 
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Idea Vote:  

  Pass    Reject  Abstain  

SVM’s  1 24  3  

  

The idea failed to reach quoracy so went to unresolved business and was passed to RUSU’s 

Management Committee. They agreed with the student majority and therefore the idea will 

not go forward to an All Student Vote.  

  

Idea 3: RUSU to lobby the university for “research away permission” for PGR 

students 
 

Lina Alsuhibani, non-Student Voice Member, provided the opening argument on behalf of the 

idea submitter who was unable to attend. They themselves agree with the idea as an 

international PhD student as there are a lot of challenges students have to face with few 

positive outcomes. This includes trying to access the housing market; international students 

often have to provide 6 months-1 year’s rent upfront which is too much to afford. Childcare 

costs can easily become more expensive than rent, with one of their friends paying 

£1600pcm. The list goes on, having to support families back home adding an extra stress 

and burden, feeling homesick and the only option being saving up vacation days to get as 

much time as possible to travel and see them, the costs of travelling and mortgages. This all 

adds extra stress to students who already have the stress that comes with studying. 

 

Bethany Nugus, RUSU Education Officer, spoke against the idea as they had contacted the 

University and found that students can register for a PhD by distance. This is done on a case 

by case basis as some students have to be on campus to use labs space etc. but students 

can apply for this. There are difficulties faced by international students compared to home 

students e.g. visas but distance learning is an option. 

 

Lina Alsuhibani, responded that you have to gain the permission of the supervisor to be able 

to access distance learning and students are asking for another path to access this that 

gives students the right to get this themselves rather than at the decision of their supervisor. 

 

Nikoletta Oratiou, Student Voice Member, spoke against the idea saying that the university 

have made lots of adjustments because of the pandemic but it would normally be expected 

of students to be present, so it would depend if they were happy to still provide content 

online. 

 

Idea Vote:  

  Pass    Reject  Abstain  

SVM’s  7 14 10 
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The idea failed to reach quoracy so went to unresolved business and was passed to RUSU’s 

Management Committee. They decided that more information would be needed and 

therefore the idea was rejected and will not go forward to an All Student Vote.  

 

Idea 4: RUSU to lobby the university to reintroduce Eduroam in halls 
 

Bethany Brown, Student Voice Secretary, read the opening statement on behalf of the idea 

submitter, who was unable to attend. It read: “I have found that the internet can cut out as 

frequently as every few hours for me, and can sometimes take upwards of an hour for my 

devices to reconnect. This has had a substantial impact on my ability to do my studies. I also 

have a fear that the internet may cut out during one of my upcoming online tests.” 

 

“I’ve had issues with Glide since the first day I got back to living in halls in September last 

year. My laptop or my phone wouldn’t be able to connect or stay connected to the network. 

There were times that if I was attending online lectures or important meetings, my Wi-Fi 

would cut out, and I had to resort to using my mobile data just to get a stable connection. 

Glide also has constant and frequent downtimes (outside of normal maintenance). In my 2 

years of living at halls, I never had any problem with the Wi-Fi and internet connection with 

Eduroam until it was replaced with Glide. In the end, we are paying for the Wi-Fi and internet 

service directly through our rent and this isn’t the quality of service that we expect.” 

 

“Glide has become unreliable; I am unable to Can’t connect to glide during the afternoon and 

the night. The only way I can get Wi-Fi is by connecting my laptop to the Ethernet and 

hotspot my phone with is very inconvenient. Glide has been down multiple times and the 

downtime can take up to a few hours. This has had a negative impactful on my learning and 

day to day task that requires the Internet.” These are 3 first-hand accounts of Glides internet 

service, as you can see, students are all not happy and there a constant question within the 

Benyon Halls group chat (all flats and blocks) asking if anyone else is having issues with 

glide. The idea submitter can’t speak on behalf of the university but they can only surmise 

that the switch to glide wasn’t for the benefit of students, but probably to save money and it 

has had a continued negative effect on all students living in halls. This isn’t up to the 

standard the idea submitter expects a university to have, much less at the prices students 

are paying. 

 

Grace Loweth, RUSU Welfare Officer, then spoke against the idea, saying they had reached 

out to Digital Technology Services (DTS) and also sits on an operational committee and they 

have said they have also received feedback about the ongoing intermittent WiFi service and 

are working with Glide to fix it. They explained that their reasons to switch were to combine 

both network services (wired and wireless) under one provider, to provide 24/7 support 

(Eduroam had to be contracted out); to allow other devices to connect (e.g. Amazon Echo, 

fire stick etc.); to increase coverage in bedrooms as each will have its own device; to allow 

guests to connect to WiFi in halls and to replace end of life network equipment. Emergency 

meetings are taking place and Glide’s delivery manager is aware and is working to fix the 

issue plus provide resolution plans and timelines, as well as communications to students. 

 

Ari Pascual Quiros, RUSU Women’s Officer, spoke for the idea as someone that had used 

Glide last year to help with bills and internet last year. The company as now charging them 
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more and more, and trying to scam students by opening contracts without their knowledge, 

arriving on the doorstep without prior contact etc. If this is the same company, they believe 

it’s not the best idea for students to be involved with them as it is an unreliable company and 

has caused students great stress already. 

 

Miranda Roberts, Student Voice Member, spoke against the idea explaining that although 

they have experienced Glide being down for a whole evening and WiFi being terrible (as a 

student who has lived in halls for the past few years), it’s important to note that Eduroam had 

its own fair share of problems. Switching back to Eduroam therefore isn’t the answer, the 

University should look into other providers – accommodation isn’t cheap and the University 

should be supplying a reliable service to students.  

 

Idea Vote:  

  Pass    Reject  Abstain  

SVM’s  14 14 2 

  

The vote resulted in a draw, therefore in line with the Student Voice guidance was rejected 

and will not go forward to an All Student Vote. 

 

Idea 5: RUSU to lobby the university for a blended learning extension 
 

Talor Boyd, Student Voice Member, spoke for the idea suggesting that the university should 

be lenient towards international students. It isn’t their fault that Covid exists and they should 

be allowed to continue their education if they are stuck in the country they live in. As long as 

Covid exists for, blended learning should too, as it’s also important to bear in mind the 

restrictions in other countries. 

 

Bethany Nugus, RUSU Education Officer, spoke against the idea. The University have 

confirmed that blended learning will be a permanent feature at Reading, and more 

information can be found on their Essentials Page. For international students, that the 

permanent blended learning doesn’t apply to, this is decided on a case by case basis. Any 

students that can’t return to campus are granted an extension but this is only available until a 

certain date as it otherwise affects the integrity of the degree, and if they still can’t return that 

won’t be able to get a full degree. It is also unfair on other students who have made 

sacrifices to get to campus, particularly financially.  

 

Miranda Roberts, Student Voice Member, stated that they fully sympathise as they will be an 

international student studying abroad next year. However, as a Senior Rep (and previous 

Course Rep) they have heard that students overwhelmingly asked for, and wanted, in-

person teaching. Staff resources are absolutely stretched and they don’t have time to 

continue more online teaching. 

 

Nikoletta Oratiou, Student Voice Member, spoke for the idea, saying that the University need 

to be lobbied more as it has been affecting students’ grades. Last term they were told they 
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had to present to the Professor and were told it had to be in person or they could miss the 

meeting. Some professors aren’t as understanding, and when most exams will be online 

(except Maths and Pharmacy), why should students be expected to come back and pay rent 

for Spring and Summer (also adding that accommodation is really hard to find for that time 

frame). Also questioned why lecturers can’t live stream their lectures as then all students will 

have access and it won’t be extra work. 

 

 

Idea Vote:  

  Pass    Reject  Abstain  

SVM’s  9 17 5 

  

The idea failed to reach quoracy so went to unresolved business and was passed to RUSU’s 

Management Committee. They agreed with the student majority and therefore the idea will 

not go forward to an All Student Vote. 

 

Idea 6: RUSU to lobby the university to partner with Buglife to increase education 

around insects 
 

Ben Knowles, RUSU President, opened the debate and spoke against the idea. He has sat 

in on a number of working groups at the University (Environmental Sustainability Committee 

and Biodiversity Working Group) and spoken to the Head of Grounds and Professor Mark 

Fellowes (Pro Vice Chancellor and previous Head of Biological Sciences). He is currently 

working on projects which include Urban Greening, Urban Butterfly population dynamics & 

insect ecology. The management of Whiteknights Campus has changed significantly in the 

time Ben started in 2017; many areas are now being maintained as meadows which are 

becoming richer year on year due to the ongoing management cycle, a large area by the 

lake has been left for succession which will help benefit a wider variety of insects. Certain 

areas of campus are highly important for specific, rare insect species such as Stag Beetles 

and so Ben believes that the University is doing a satisfactory job in improving Whiteknights 

Campus and other areas. There are therefore no specific benefits to the partnership as there 

are already policies and procedures being implemented. 

 

Abby Collins, Student Voice Member, stated they weren’t necessarily against the idea but is 

concerned about the level of engagement, and whether the resources would be wasted at 

Reading and better allocated elsewhere at a more grassroots level. The University have 

already taken lots of steps towards increasing green space and so the next step could be 

educating a younger generation rather than students. 

 

Talor Boyd, Student Voice Member, also spoke against the idea, agreeing with Abby’s 

comments. They suggest that it would suit students studying the sciences and be useful to 

them but otherwise seems like a waste of the charity’s time. Half the students will skip past 

any advertising that goes out on social media as a bunch of 20-something year olds simply 

won’t be interested in an Instagram story over what insects do. 
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Idea Vote:  

  Pass    Reject  Abstain  

SVM’s  3 26 1 

  

The idea was therefore rejected and will not go forward to All Student Vote.  

 

As no ideas were passed by Student Voice Members, an All Student Vote will not take place 

this term. 

  

Change It Review  
 

Chair introduced the Change It Review section, explaining that the Full-time Officers will give 

updates on the current campaigns and policies that passed the All Student Vote. Ion clarified 

that students can request a vote, if unhappy with the progress made, and everyone is 

welcome to contribute to the discussion and vote.  

Chair explained that the section would normally start with an update on any ideas that 

passed the last All Student Vote, however as no ideas passed, the meeting was moved on to 

reviewing the Change It ideas currently in progress. The following ideas were highlighted on 

the screen and Chair invited and students to ask any questions they had to the relevant 

officer 

 RUSU to lobby the university for free graduation hire in 2020 

 RUSU to lobby the university for compensation to all students for UCU strike action 

 RUSU to organise a food donation point on campus 

 RUSU to organise a week-long De-Stress “Fest” 

 RUSU to lobby the university for free printing credit 

Nikoletta Oratiou, Student Voice Member, asked if free graduation was happening 

Ben Knowles, RUSU President, responded that he had brought it up in meetings with the 

university and the reply received was ‘we’ve given you a graduation’. As someone that’s not 

experienced graduation yet, can’t say what the additional added things are (that were 

introduced in place of free hire) so we’ll see what July brings. This dropped in priority with 

Covid sadly, however all 2020 finalists have now graduated. 

Nikoletta updated that the ‘additional things’ were free prosecco, gingerbread and mince 

pies, plus vouchers. 

Talor Boyd, Student Voice Member, asked how de-stress fest was going and where the free 

printing campaign has got to? 

Grace Loweth, RUSU Welfare Officer, responded that de-stress fest went well last year 

albeit it being online and she is now starting to plan one for this year too – to take place 

around the exams period the same as previous years. 
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Bethany Nugus, RUSU Education Officer, responded that she’d met with the Head of Digital 

Technology Service and together had come up with a proposal and identified blips (and how 

they could learn from them) in the past. There isn’t a big budget for printing, so if subsidized 

it would mean taking money away from somewhere else. A meeting has been booked in with 

the Chief Financial Officer to identify where this could be. Have also been looking at getting 

printing credits on students’ campus cards however you can’t distinguish the credits so 

students could just use it for food and drink instead. So working on it through a proposal, 

DTS is in full support, just need to find the money in the budget. 

Miranda Roberts, Student Voice Member, asked about free graduation hire: I know you’ve 

been given a really adamant no but could you ask for those from lower socio-economic 

backgrounds to have free hire? 

Ben Knowles, RUSU President, agreed and will look into this. 

Talor Boyd, Student Voice Member asked for more information on the compensation. 

Ben Knowles, RUSU President, responded that this stems from previous UCU strike action 

not the current action short of a strike which has had minimal effect on students. He’s in 

regular talks with uni on industrial action which has been minimal this time round. The 

compensation has been used on benefiting students in other areas, including retrofitting 

previous social areas in halls into study spaces. 

Chair then highlighted any ideas from IFG that had been actioned or actioned to research 

(shown below) and welcomed any questions for the audience. 

 A - RUSU to lobby the university to introduce heating stations for homemade meals. 

 R - RUSU to lobby the university to increase the number of sustainable clothing items 

in the Parkbar Refill shop  

 R - RUSU to increase the number of sustainable clothing options in their Merch Shop 

 R - RUSU to introduce meat-free meal days in their food outlets 

 R - RUSU to lobby the university for increased sports facilities for students.  

Miranda Roberts, Student Voice Member highlighted that there should be more clothes 

swaps for the sustainable clothing ideas if there aren’t already and suggested looking into 

Uni of Nottingham as they have great sports facilities. They also noted that all of Reading’s 

swimming pools are really far away and involve transportation costs. 

Ben Knowles, RUSU President, responded regarding the sustainable merch: he’s looking 

into this but due to a relationship with NUS, we have to use a specific supplier which limits 

costs. Will leave sports to Amy but Palmer Park will have a swimming pool soon. 

Amy Sheffield, RUSU Activities Officer responded: She’s been trying to lobby the University 

for more sports facilities since elected but it’s a long process, as you have to consider what’s 

available, community view, costs etc. Lots has also been built locally which students can use 

too, but also needs to contact the idea submitter to find out exactly what it is that they are 

after. 

Finally, Chair invited students’ attention to any ideas that were expiring this term. This was 

one idea: ‘RUSU to lobby the University to adopt a no detriment policy including a grade 

safety net’. 
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Full-time Officer Scrutiny  
 

Ion Klitorakis, Student Voice Chair: There are four Full-time Officers who will give a two-

minute verbal update to accompany their written reports. There will then be a chance to ask 

questions and all students will then be able to vote on whether to pass or reject each report. 

Any student can also put forward a request to censure or commend an officer. Should this 

happen you would vote and the RUSU trustee board would be notified. 

They will provide their updates in the following order: 

1. Grace Loweth, RUSU Welfare Officer 

2. Ben Knowles, RUSU President  

3. Bethany Nugus, RUSU Education Officer 

4. Amy Sheffield, RUSU Activities Officer 

 

Grace Loweth, Welfare Officer:   

Grace presented her Officer Report, which can be found online. This included:  

 Noted that there was a lot on the report but wanted to highlight a couple here 

 Co-leading on the work around Sexual Violence and Harassment with the Director of 

Student Services. Thank you to anyone that was involved in the student advisory 

group. This has resulted in introducing consent training for all moving forward, 

looking to continue it this year and meet OfS standards 

 Sit on the Disciplinary Processes and Procedures Review with Beth (Nugus, 

Education Officer) to review all the processes. My key aim is to acknowledge sexual 

harassment in the policies – this is ongoing work  

 Working with Women at Reading and externals to introduce self-defense taster 

sessions in the next few weeks/months to empower females on campus 

 Launched Buddy Up, an idea from my manifesto, looking to help mitigate loneliness 

on campus. Its available to all students and the first round of pairings has already 

started! 

There were no questions from the audience. 

Report vote: 

  Pass    Reject  Abstain  

SVM’s  20 0  0 

 

Report passed.  

 

 

Ben Knowles, President:   
Ben presented his Officer Report, which can be found online. This included:  
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 Firstly, met with the Head of Grounds to discuss student volunteering opportunities 

on campus and ways that we could increase biodiversity – this ties in nicely with the 

Buglife idea 

 Heard about an issue that students in Southampton were facing and raised it at 

University Council to confirm that it would not affect Reading Students. It was 

confirmed that students won’t be forced to sit exams in uncomfortable circumstances 

and exams would take place online where possible 

 Organising two networking events on the 22nd Feb and 22nd March. It will be a 

chance to speak to local, accomplished professionals in the area – come along! 

 Working with Reading Borough Council and the University Sustainability Team to 

improve the transport links between our campuses 

 Secured funding for the 360 bus to continue providing transport to and from union 

 Working with Trustees and CEO to write RUSU’s principles and strategy for next 3 

years. 

 

There were no questions from the audience. 

Report vote:  

  Pass    Reject  Abstain  

SVM’s  20 0  0 

  
Report passed.  

Bethany Nugus, Education Officer:  
Bethany presented her Officer Report, which can be found online. This included:  

 Working with Katja Strohfeldt to bring new study space to Polly Vacher. They are 

working alongside group of students to design the room so it’s exactly what they’d 

like it to be and it should be done in next few months 

 Creating an Awarding Gap Conference with the help of RUSU Staff aimed at raising 

awareness on the gaps and the effects it has. Planning to include talk with 

professionals from the University and involve conversations with other Universities on 

how we can tackle it moving forward 

 Working on the Disciplinary Process and Procedures Review with Grace, really 

focusing on including sexual harassment into the policy, as well as looking at the 

academic side of things including the processes around plagiary and academic 

misconduct policies to reduce stress for those students experiencing them 

 Sitting on the Feedback Working Group and pushing to introduce rubrics to make 

feedback from staff better 

 Chair of Elections Committee, so promoting the Leadership Elections with Ryan 

(Bird, CEO) and Grace (Loweth, Welfare Officer); would definitely encourage you to 

check it out 

 

Miranda Roberts, Student Voice Member, asked about the feedback working group: As a 

Student Partner, they are involved in a project looking at closing the feedback loop. Would 

Bethany be happy to be involved in the discussions with the other partners and Enza 

(School Director of Teaching and Learning)? 
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Bethany responded that she was happy to be involved. 

Nikoletta Oratiou, Student Voice Member, asked about the Polly Vacher refurb: Students in 

the school and had the email, and they’re not sure how many replied but a big issue with 

Polly Vacher was that it closes at 8pm and student have to apply for permission to stay later. 

With so much money being spent on it, will it be open 24/7? 

Bethany responded saying that they are meeting on Thursday to discuss it, and lots of 

students have been saying the same, so it will definitely be pushed for in the upcoming 

meetings. 

Report vote:  

  Pass    Reject  Abstain  

SVM’s  19 0  0 

 

Report passed.  

  

Amy Sheffield, Activities Officer:  
Amy presented her Officer Report. This included:  

 Introduced EDI (equality, diversity and inclusion) reps; students who make their 

groups more accessible. They receive their training over the next few weeks, 

meaning over 80 students will be trained and then it will also be opened up to welfare 

reps 

 Culture show taking place on Friday, more info to come later 

 Refreshers Fayre and Give It A Go week were a success and saw an increase in 

memberships from students that weren’t able to attend in Autumn 

 Preparing for awards season for sports and societies to celebrate engaged members 

 Planning for Varsity, which is coming soon 

 Have affiliated and provided support to over 25 groups; helping them with their 

promotion and providing support 

 Helped allocate funding to clubs that applied to the Sporting Excellence Scheme to 

help support students in their sporting careers 

 Worked with Ben to give groups permission to move furniture around and have more 

space on campus for their teams and societies 

 Now looking into repurposing space within the RUSU building for more social space 

for groups 

 

There were no questions from the audience. 

 

Report vote:  

  Pass    Reject  Abstain  

SVM’s  20 0 0  
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Report passed.  

Any other business  
 

1. RUSU Leadership Elections - Bethany Nugus, Education Officer and Chair of 
Elections Committee 

As you will know, nominations for RUSU’s Leadership Elections are currently open and it’s a 
really great experience to get involved in. There are a number of PTO roles that allow you to 
get involved in much more specific campaigns and causes, and really make a difference to 
student groups at Reading. Some of you in the room are Course or Senior Reps already 
which is great, you can nominate to be a Senior Rep for next year as well and make really 
valuable changes to the teaching and learning experience of students in your school. Being 
a Student Voice Member is also a great stepping stone to becoming a Full-time Officer or a 
Student Trustee, as they allow you to steer RUSU’s strategic direction on a much wider, 
organisational scale. Really can’t stress enough how important this representation is at 
RUSU! 

Nominate before the deadline on Friday at 3pm; find out more on the website – 
www.rusu.co.uk/elections  

2.  RUSU Cultural Show – Amy Sheffield, Activities Officer   
We want to remind you about RUSU’s Cultural Show taking place this Friday (4th February) 
in 3sixty, showcasing diversity and talent, plus food! Please come along and enjoy the 
evening, and support your fellow students – rusu.co.uk/cultureshow  
  

3.  Student Voice Re-structure -  Ben Knowles, President  
Just wanted to highlight that hopefully this will be the last Student Voice of this format. It’s 
been this way for many years and we are looking to change it up for next time. Please get in 
touch (president@rusu.co.uk) if you have any thoughts or ideas.  
  

4.  Part-time Officer Promotion – Grace Loweth, Welfare Officer 
If there are any Part-time Officers here, we’d love to know if you would be interested in 
helping us promote your roles in the Elections, encouraging students to nominate 
themselves for next year. Some of our Marketing Team are at the back of the room, so let us 
know if you’d be happy to film a quick video. 
 

Close of Meeting    
Chair explained that voting would have taken place the following week (w/c 7th February), 

however as all ideas were rejected, this will not happen. 

 

The next meeting of Student Voice will take place w/c 9th May. Students should check the 

RUSU website for more information about Student Voice nearer the time.  

 

If you have any ideas you wish to be debated at Student Voice, submit them to Change It! at 

rusu.co.uk/changeit at any time!  

  

Chair thanked everyone for attending and formally closed the meeting.  

Meeting closed 7:55pm    

http://www.rusu.co.uk/elections
http://www.rusu.co.uk/cultureshow
mailto:president@rusu.co.uk

